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Abstract. A technique based on a tree-cotree decomposition, called Spanning Tree Technique (STT) in
this paper, has been shown to be simple and eﬃcient to compute the generalized source magnetic fields
for h-oriented magnetostatic formulations when solenoidal source electric currents over the faces of the
mesh are given as input. Yet, it has been recently shown that STT may frequently fail in practice. Other
techniques, which circumvent STT problems, have been proposed in literature. However, all of them greatly
worsen the computational complexity and memory requirements regarding the source ﬁeld computation.
The aim of this paper is to present a generalization of STT called Extended Spanning Tree Technique
(ESTT), which is provably general and it retains the STT computational eﬃciency.

1 Introduction
In h-oriented ﬁnite element method (FEM) magnetostatic formulations, or in the corresponding ones obtained by the Discrete Geometric Approach (DGA), cell
method or Finite Integration Technique (FIT), algorithms
based on the tree-cotree decomposition are commonly employed to compute the so-called generalized source magnetic fields [1] once the solenoidal source electric current
over the faces of the mesh is given as input. Beside all the
proposed algorithms, the one introduced in [2] – called
Spanning Tree Technique (STT) in this paper – is particularly attractive, since it is simple to implement and
exhibits an optimal complexity, being the running time
linear with the number of mesh elements.
Let us consider an array of Degrees of Freedom (DoFs)
hs , one for each edge of the mesh, needed to represent the
rotational part of the magnetic ﬁeld. The entry of the array hs relative to each edge e, denoted as hs , e, is deﬁned
as the line integral of the generalized source magnetic ﬁeld
hs on the edge e. Hence, the array hs contains the generalized source magneto-motive forces (mmfs) produced by
the known source currents. The source currents are described by means of an array of DoFs is which contains
as entries the currents on each face of the mesh. The STT
is an algorithm which computes hs when is is provided as
input.
In electromagnetic modeling, it is customary to assume
that the computational domain D is topologically trivial
(i.e. it has the same homology as a ball). Let us assume
a
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that D is covered by a mesh whose incidence is encoded in
the simplicial complex K and let us ﬁx a spanning tree T
using as graph the nodes and edges in K. After setting the
values of hs relative to the spanning tree edges to zero,
the STT enforces the discrete Ampère’s law iteratively on
each face of the mesh [2]. In fact, if the boundary edges of
a face are all set but one, the hs on the missing edge can be
uniquely determined by using the discrete Ampère’s law.
This technique, recalled with more details in Section 2 of
this paper, has been presented in many papers as [2–5].
STT is frequently claimed to be general in the literature,
even though any attempt to rigorously analyze and prove
the STT termination has been reported. The algorithm
has been recently analyzed by the authors in [6] and it
has been rigorously demonstrated – by concrete counterexamples – that various practical situations in which the
algorithm fails exist. In particular, there exist situations
involving a topologically trivial complex (for example, an
arbitrary mesh of a cube or a ball) and a spanning tree
on which the STT algorithm “hangs” in an inﬁnite loop.
Many diﬀerent algorithms that do not present this problem – reviewed in Section 2.2 – have been proposed in the
literature. Nonetheless, none of them exhibit a linear complexity. Better still, their running time is frequently bigger
than the time needed to solve the original magnetostatic
problem itself.
The aim of this paper is to introduce an extension of
STT, called Extended Spanning Tree Technique (ESTT),
which does not suﬀer from the failures of STT presented
in [6] and in all practical cases it retains STT computational eﬃciency. The presented approach is based on
the idea of symbolic computations that can be easily
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implemented in any object oriented programming language or in Matlab . The fundamental idea is, when STT
hangs, to declare the value of hs over one edge whose value
is not computed yet to a (unknown) symbolic value and
continue iterating with STT. At the end, some system
of equations needs to be solved to compute the unknown
symbolic values. Each equation of the reduced system enforces the discrete Ampère’s law locally on one face f and
involve in general some of the unknown symbolic values
and some of the hs already set. As it will be shown, in all
practical cases the system results void or consists of few
unknowns.
The paper is structured as follows. In Section 2 a
survey of the STT algorithm and other alternative algorithms used for the generalized source ﬁeld computation
is addressed. Section 3 deals with the presentation of the
Extended Spanning Tree Technique (ESTT), which eliminates the STT failures retaining STT computational efﬁciency. Some statistics are presented in Section 4 which
enable to ﬁnd the best spanning tree generation strategy suitable with the STT algorithm. Once the presented
strategies are applied, the probability of STT failure is low
but still possible. When using ESTT, the optimal tree generation strategy allows to minimize the size of the small
linear system to be solved in ESTT. The impact of the
extension of the generalized source ﬁeld support on the
computational time and on the quality of the solution is
investigated in addition. In Section 5, the conclusion are
drawn.

has to exist a 1-cochain hs such that C hs = is . Consequently, the solenoidality of the current is a necessary and
suﬃcient condition for the existence of a solution.
The rank of the C matrix is obviously not maximal,
thus equation (1) has an inﬁnite number of solutions. In
fact, if two diﬀerent arrays, hs1 and hs2 which represent two
cocycles in the same cohomology class (i.e. which diﬀer by
the coboundary G of a magnetic scalar potential Ω), then
the following holds
Chs1 = C(hs2 + GΩ) = is ,

where G is the incidence matrix between the edges and
the nodes of the mesh. Equation (2) holds since CG = 0.
Now a tree-cotree decomposition is introduced. Let us
ﬁx a spanning tree T using as graph the nodes and edges in
K, together with the corresponding cotree C. Let us order
the edge’s labels in such a way that the edges belonging
to the cotree come ﬁrst, followed by the edges in the tree.
Therefore, in what follows, the new basis obtained after
the reordering is considered in place of the old one. The
matrix C and the vector hs can be consequently partitioned in
CC hsC = is − CT hsT .
(3)
The coeﬃcients hsT relative to tree edges can be ﬁxed arbitrarily. It is well known, in fact, that ﬁxing the value
over the tree edges corresponds to eliminate the kernel
ker(C) of the incidence matrix ([9], p. 106). Let us ﬁx the
coeﬃcients of hs relative to tree edges to zero. Since the
kernel of the system of equation (3) has been eliminated,
its rank becomes full and a unique solution of

2 The Spanning Tree Technique (STT)

CC hsC = is

s

The array h has to be constructed in such a way that the
discrete Ampère’s law holds on every faces of the mesh
C hs = is ,

(1)

where C is the usual incidence matrix between the faces
and the edges of the mesh. is is a given array having
an entry for each face of the mesh being a real (or complex) number corresponding to the current associated to
the considered face1 . To have a consistent solution, let us
assume that the given array is represents a solenoidal current. Namely, it veriﬁes Dis = 0, where D is the incidence
matrix between cells and faces. If this would not be the
case, since DC = 0, the following contradiction would
arise
0 = Dis = DC hs = 0.
Therefore, a necessary condition in order to have a consistent solution is that a solenoidal current has to be provided
as input. In cohomology theory such an array is represents
a 2-cocycle, see for example [7,8]. Since the cell complex K
is assumed to be homologically (and therefore cohomologically) trivial, each cocycle is a coboundary. Hence, there
1

In case of magnetostatic problems or eddy-current problems solved in time domain, the current array is real-valued.
In case of eddy-current problems solved in frequency domain,
the current array is complex-valued.

(2)

(4)

exists.
The STT algorithm is introduced as an attempt to
solve equation (4) by means of back-substitutions only [2].
In other words, if the algorithm succeed, there is no need
to use a linear system of equation solver or even to explicitly construct the matrix C by using a sparse matrix
data structure. In fact, hs may be obtained by means of
the STT algorithm presented in Table 1.
The STT termination has been taken for granted in
many papers and no rigorous proofs regarding its termination or – on the contrary – counter-examples of nontermination have been provided. Recently, the authors
have shown, by some concrete counter-examples, that various problems may arise [6].
2.1 A simple example of STT failure
To clearly see that the STT algorithm may fail, the following counter-example is presented [6]. A three-dimensional
homologically trivial complex made by eight tetrahedra,
twenty-two faces, twenty-one edges and eight nodes is considered. An exploded view of the tetrahedra is visible on
the top of Figure 1. A spanning tree is formed by considering the thick edges represented on the bottom of Figure 1. If the STT algorithm – as implemented for example
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Table 1. The STT algorithm.
checkBoundary ( simplex T )
1. int numOfEdg := 0, simplex F := 0, double sum := 0;
2. for every simplex E being an edge of T
(a) if hs , E is deﬁned then
i. numOfEdg + +;
ii. sum := sum + C[F, E]hs , E;
(b) else F := E;
3. return (numOfEdg, sum, F ).
STT ( simplicial complex K )
1. Generate T – a spanning tree of K. Let S be an empty
list;
2. for every edge E ∈ T set hs , E := 0;
3. for every triangle T ∈ K
(a) (numOfEdg, sum, F ) := checkBoundary( T );
(b) if ( numOfEdg = 2 ) S := S ∪ T ;
4. while( S is not empty )
(a) take any T ∈ S; S := S \ T ;
(b) (numOfEdg, sum, F ) := checkBoundary( T );
(c) if (numOfEdg = 2) then
i. hs , F  := −C[T, F ] sum + is , T ;
ii. for every triangle C whose boundary edge is F
do
A. (n, s, F  ) := checkBoundary( C );
B. if (n = 2) S := S ∪ C;
5. return hs .

in Table 1 – is run, it hangs in an inﬁnite loop. This is
due to the fact that no edge can be set since each face has
zero or one tree edges in its boundary. This pedagogical
counter-example shows that the STT is not general, since
its termination cannot be taken for granted.
When a gauged magnetostatic formulation is used, it is
required to construct a tree that is complete on the boundary as described in [2–5]. The reader should be aware that
also if the tree is complete on the boundary STT failures may easily happen, see a concrete counter-example
in ([6], Sect. 5.1.2). In this paper, we concentrate on ungauged formulations, which are known to be more eﬃcient
with respect to the gauged ones. Dealing with ungauged
formulations, no boundary condition is needed for the generalized source magnetic ﬁeld.
A modiﬁcation of the STT is proposed in [10] dealing
with a cubical structured mesh. This algorithm, if applied
on a tetrahedral mesh, frequently fails in practice as we are
going to show. It turns out that it has even problems with
two-dimensional complexes, where the STT is provably
general. To show this, let us consider the two-dimensional
complex in Figure 2a. The currents speciﬁed for each face
are all zero except for the face S, represented by a dark
triangle in Figure 2a. Let the current associated to S be
an arbitrary non-zero value, say one to ﬁx the ideas. In
the ﬁrst iteration of [10] algorithm, the dark triangle in
Figure 2b is considered. A tree, represented in the picture

Fig. 1. A simple counter-example for the STT algorithm
termination.

by thick edges, is found on S and a zero value is associated to these edges. The value relative to the third edge
is set to a non-zero value, indicated in the picture by a
dotted edge (depending on orientations, not shown in the
picture for the sake of clarity, the non-zero value is 1 or
−1), by using the discrete Ampère’s law. Next, all the triangles sharing an edge with S are considered. For each of
them, a local tree is constructed by using as tree edges as
many edges already imposed as possible. As usual, a zero
value is associated to the tree edges and the cotree edges
are determined accordingly to discrete Ampère’s law, see
Figure 2c. In all the pictures, the edges associated with a
zero value are represented by thick black edges. After considering all the triangles in the set, a new set is formed by
the triangles which share an edge with the set considered
in the previous iteration and not yet considered, see Figure 2d. This procedure should run until all the triangles
are considered. Let us analyze the output of the algorithm
after the fourth iteration, see Figure 2e. As one can easily
see, the output is wrong. In fact, let us concentrate on the
cycle made by edges with a zero associated value represented in Figure 2e. This cycle imposes the circulation of
the m.m.f. to zero, while should be once since the cycle
encircle the unit current through S.
One purpose of this paper is to show that STT performs much better when the so-called BFS trees are used.
A BFS tree can be obtained by using BFS (Breadth-First
Search) strategy [11] to the graph consisting of the nodes
and the edges of the mesh. Previously, it was known that
this kind of trees – called also minimal diameter trees –
produce less iterations in the STT [4,12] algorithm, but
it was not pointed out that this is expressly required to
reduce the probability of failure to an acceptable value.
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tice. After the factorization is available, the system is
solved by back-substitution over reals. Nonetheless, it is
well known that, during integer elimination, arbitrary big
integers may be present in the computation, requiring a
costly package to manage arbitrary large integers.
An iterative real-valued (or complex-valued) solver has
been used for example in [14,15], where the source ﬁeld
is obtained by means of a FEM projection technique.
Nonetheless, the cost of solving such a big linear system
is not negligible concerning both the computational complexity and memory requirements. Actually, as already
pointed out in [14], it requires even more computational
eﬀort than solving the original magnetostatic or eddycurrent problem.
Techniques based on the so-called fundamental cycles 2
are also possible, see for example [1,16]. This approach
requires a huge computational eﬀort to retrieve all the
fundamental cycles. Moreover, the currents over surfaces
whose boundaries are the fundamental cycles have to be
eﬃciently determined. Especially how to provide quickly
these currents is not addressed at all in the cited papers. Solve this problem in general would require to ﬁnd a
surface whose boundary is the fundamental cycle, which
again requires to solve rigorously a non-maximal rank system on integers.
To conclude, even though if these approaches are provably general, all of them increase the coding and computational complexity and the memory requirements with
respect to STT. An eﬀective extension of the STT, called
Extended Spanning Tree Technique (ESTT), is introduced
in the next Section. ESTT results provably general and
exhibits a linear complexity on average.
Fig. 2. A simple counter-example for the [10] algorithm.
(a) The two-dimensional complex used in the counter-example.
(b–e) The ﬁrst four iterations. The result produced in the last
(fourth) iteration is wrong, since discrete Ampère’s law is violated. In fact, the m.m.f. circulation evaluated on the cycle
represented in (f) by thick edges is zero, while should match
the current though the triangle S.

2.2 A survey on diﬀerent algorithms
Some alternatives with respect to the STT algorithm, that
do not suﬀer from a lack of generality, have also been
proposed in the literature.
A naı̈ve solution to the problem would be to solve the
linear system of equation (4) by a linear system solver.
To this aim, a sparse matrix data structure has to be ﬁrst
created and the linear system has to be rigorously solved,
which of course substantially increase both the computational time and the coding eﬀort (in fact, an integer-based
solver is usually not needed in FEM codes). For example,
in [13] this is done with a reordering and a Gaussian elimination which is claimed to avoid the usual ﬁll-in increasing during the Gaussian elimination. It is rather diﬃcult
to have some guarantees that the ﬁll-in increasing will
be small enough to enable to reach a solution in prac-

3 The Extended Spanning Tree Technique
(ESTT)
As already discussed in Section 2.1, the STT algorithm
hangs in an inﬁnite loop when there are still edges without a hs value set but does not exist a triangle T having
exactly one boundary edge still to be set. However, due
to the uniqueness of the solution, we know that each edge
value has to be set to a precise real (or complex) number.
The ESTT algorithm works exactly as the STT algorithm until it hangs in an inﬁnite loop. When it hangs, the
list of the remaining triangles is searched for a triangle T
having a unique edge set by the algorithm.
– If such T is found, an edge E  of T for which the value
hs , E   is not set yet, is set to the unknown ﬁxed value
x1 .
– If such a T is not found, then any triangle T is picked.
Two edges E1 , E2 of T are set to the unknown ﬁxed
values x1 and x2 .
Since after this simple manipulation there exists a triangle T with exactly one boundary edge still to be set, the
2
Let us consider a spanning tree over a graph. Each cotree
edge form, together with some tree edges, one and only one
cycle which is called fundamental cycle.
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Table 2. C++ style class of extended number.

Table 3. The changes that need to be applied to STT in order
to obtain the ESTT algorithm.

class extNumber
{
public:
//here suitable arithmetic operators and
//conversions should be implemented.
extNumber( double val )
{
this->value = val;
this->wasValueSet = true;
}
extNumber()
{
for(int i=0;i!=this->numberOfSymVar;++i)
this->symbolicVar.push_back(0);
this->symbolicVar.push_back(1);
++this->numberOfSymVar;
this->wasValueSet = false;
}
private:
double value;
bool wasValueSet;
std::vector< double > symbolicVar;
static int numberOfSymVar;
};
int extNumber::numberOfSymVar = 0.

(4a) while ( true )
1. while( S is not empty )
(a) take any T ∈ S; S := S \ T ;
(b) (numOfEdg, sum, F ) = checkBoundary( T );
(c) if (numOfEdg = 2) then
i. hs , F  := −C[T, F ] sum + is , T 
ii. for every triangle C whose boundary edge is F
do
A. (n, s, F  ) = checkBoundary( C );
B. if (n = 2) S := S ∪ C;
2. if for every edge E the value hs , E is set, then
break;
3. search for a triangle T having the value hs , E set for
exactly one edge E;
4. if such a triangle T exists, for one of its edges E  not
already set impose the value by using extNumber() constructor;
5. if such a triangle T does not exists pick any triangle T 
(a) Let E and E  be two edges not already set in the
boundary of T  ;
(b) Set the values for E and E  by using extNumber()
constructor;
6. for every triangle T which have the value of exactly two
boundary edges set do S := S ∪ T ;

STT algorithm can continue iterating. The only diﬀerence
is that the algorithm operates on an extended implementation of real (or complex) numbers. On one hand, the
number can be explicitly known, on the other, it represents
some unknown ﬁxed value. Such an implementation of a
number may be obtained easily by using any object oriented programming language or Matlab . Let us present
in Table 2 an example of extended class of a real number
implemented in C++. In the class presented in Table 2
two constructors are indicated. The ﬁrst one creates a
standard double variable packed in the extNumber class
object. The second one, used when the STT algorithm
hangs, creates a new unknown symbolic variable. To store
the symbolic variables, the standard template library [17]
vector symbolicVar is used. The symbolic variables are
enumerated with integers starting from 0. To enumerate
the variables, a static variable numberOfSymVar being the
member of the extNumber class is used. Therefore, the
value of the ith symbolic variable is stored at the ith position of symbolicVar vector. Such an approach enables
fast and easy arithmetic operations using symbolic variables (which are in fact the arithmetic operations on the
symbolicV ar vectors). The obvious details are left to the
reader.
Now, the ESTT algorithm is presented. Instead of providing a full-length implementation, only the diﬀerences
with respect to the STT algorithm are discussed. Namely,
the point (4) of the STT algorithm is reorganized as already described in this Section to obtain the ESTT algorithm presented in Table 3.

(4b) For every triangle T ∈ K if hs , C T T  is a nonzero
unknown value add the equation hs , C T T  = 0 to the linear
system of equations;
(4c) Solve the linear system of equations (one can use for
example [20]) and set the values of the suitable edges.

3.1 Proof of ESTT generality
We already pointed out that the solution of the system (4)
is unique. When the STT algorithm is propagating, setting
a value to an edge E is equivalent to obtaining a unique
solution of one equation in equation (4). This equation,
together with the corresponding unknown, can be canceled
out and both the rank of the resulting system and the
number of unknowns is decreased by one. Therefore, since
the rank of the system was maximal, during each iteration
of the STT algorithm it remains maximal although the
system itself gets smaller.
When STT hangs, the unknown symbolic variable is
created and propagated by the ESTT algorithm. When
adding a new symbolic variable, no value is computed
and no equation is canceled out in the considered linear
system. Therefore, the system and its rank remain invariant. Later, once that the propagation is resumed, the rank
goes down again. It is therefore clear, that the rank of the
resulting system is equal to the number of symbolic variables used in course of ESTT algorithm run.
Once the while loop in the ESTT algorithm terminates, the linear system of equations have to be created and solved in order to determinate the values of all
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symbolic variables. When constructing the system, trivial
equations involving some symbolic variables (for example
the ones like (x1 + 1)− (x1 )+ (1) = 2) are eliminated. Also
the repetitions of the same equation are removed from
the ﬁnal system. In all the considered cases the number
of equations obtained in this way matches the number of
unknowns which is a very small or void in practice.

3.2 ESTT rigorous complexity analysis
When STT does not hang in an inﬁnite loop, the performance of ESTT and STT are very similar considering the
computational complexity3 . In this case, ESTT uses a little more memory to store the numbers4 . In practice, the
extra cost of ESTT with respect to STT is not visible to
the user.
Let us therefore analyze the time complexity of the
STT algorithm presented in the Table 1. Since the tree
can be constructed in linear time, the steps (1)–(3)
need a linear time with respect to the number of elements in the complex. It is also clear that the procedure checkBoundary (simplex T ) needs a constant time5 .
Therefore, also the body of the while loop in the point (4)
of the algorithm needs a constant time. It remains to compute the number of iterations of the while loop in the
point (4) of the algorithm. But it is clear that each triangle T will be considered only once. Hence, the complexity
of the while loop is linear and consequently the complexity of the whole STT algorithm is linear.
When STT hangs in an inﬁnite loop, an extra variable has to be added and, at the end, a linear system of
equations has to be solved. Adding an extra variable in
the algorithm does not aﬀect the performance of the algorithm. The only important quantity is the number of
the extra equations of the linear system that needs to be
solved at the end. At the moment, there are no rigorous
results to determine this size. Nonetheless, it seems very
unlikely in practice to consider a mesh for which the linear
system would consists in more than few, say three, equations. In fact, it is rare even to have a system with just
two equations. Therefore, it is reasonable to assume that
the number of extra equations on average is bounded by
a constant. With this assumption it is straightforward to
see that also the ESTT algorithm exhibits a linear complexity. In the worst possible case, the size of the system
3
The only diﬀerence is that STT uses processor directives to
perform arithmetic operations on real (or complex) numbers,
while ESTT uses objects of the class extNumber where the
arithmetic operation can be eﬀectively implemented as inline
arithmetic operators. Hence, with a good implementation, the
diﬀerence is not too big.
4
This is due to the fact that, in the considered case, the
class extNumber contains one real (or complex) number and
one boolean value while STT needs only one real (or complex)
number to be stored.
5
Such a complexity may be achieved once the value hs , E
is kept together with E as an extra ﬁeld of the simplex data
structure and can be accessed in constant time.

Fig. 3. The micro inductor used as a benchmark problem.

Table 4. STT performance with random trees.
#tetrahedra

#trees tested

#failures

Ratio

471
2499
4603
12 271

30 000
30 000
30 000
11 400

346
4562
8722
8310

1.2%
15.2%
29.1%
72.9%

would be proportional to the size of the mesh. Anyway,
the cost of solving it would be less than the algorithm
presented in [13].

4 Numerical results
The proposed algorithm has been applied to the source
ﬁeld computation on real-sized industrial magnetostatic
problems without experimenting any diﬃculty. As an example, the micro inductor in Figure 3 surrounded by an
insulating region is considered.
First of all, the statistics of STT failures on various
meshes of the considered problem are produced. To this
aim, the STT has been executed on thousands of random
trees for each mesh producing the results in Table 4. The
results show that, for big enough meshes, the probability
of STT failure is very high. So we can conclude that STT
does not perform satisfactorily by using random trees. By
using ESTT, the correct result is obtained in each tested
case.
Using BFS trees, no failures has been reported employing the STT on the benchmark problem. Nonetheless,
the STT convergence using BFS trees cannot be proved,
since concrete counter-examples exists. Namely, there exists three-dimensional meshes without holes and cavities
in which STT fails even if using BFS trees. There is even
some example, like the Furch’s knotted ball [18], in which
STT does not converge for any choices of BFS spanning
tree. Hence, to have a provably good method which is reliable in practice, ESTT is expressly needed.
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and an extension is thereafter sought. Beside of the already proposed attempts to produce a diﬀerent general
and eﬃcient algorithm, the aim of this paper has been to
present the Extended Spanning Tree Technique (ESTT),
which is provably general and yields to an optimal computational complexity. Some examples using real-sized threedimensional ﬁnite element meshes are presented, showing
the utility of ESTT for practical applications.

700
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Fig. 4. (Color online) STT and ESTT timings.

The execution times of both STT and ESTT are represented in Figure 4. As expected, both show a linear complexity behavior.
Since ESTT is more general but slower, hence we propose the following algorithm employing a cascade of STT
and ESTT:
1. The STT using a BFS tree is applied ﬁrst. If STT
converges, exit.
2. If STT fails, the slower but provably general ESTT is
employed starting from the situation in which the STT
stopped the propagation.
With this combination of STT and ESTT, one is able to
get a fast and provably good algorithm for generalized
source ﬁeld computation.
In the literature, there has been some eﬀort to reduce
the support (i.e. reduce the number of edges with a nonzero hs value) of the generated source ﬁelds hs . However,
as already shown in [19], we experimented that this process does not worth the eﬀort when STT/ESTT is used.
This is because the time required to reduce the support
is frequently greater than the time gained dealing with a
compact support.

5 Conclusions
The Spanning Tree Technique (STT), widely used to impose sources in h-oriented formulations for magnetostatic
problems, hangs in an inﬁnite loop for some choices of the
spanning tree. It has been shown, by using concrete examples, that these failures do happen frequently in practice
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